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Tracking of Fast-Fading Channels in
Long-Code CDMA

Youngchul Sung, Student Member, IEEE, and Lang Tong, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A new technique for blind tracking of fast-fading
channels in long-code code division multiple access (CDMA) is
proposed by exploiting multipath diversity. Based on a linear
interpolation channel model, the proposed method blindly identi-
fies a time-varying channel at arbitrary estimating points within
a block up to a scale factor and increases bandwidth efficiency
allowing only one pilot symbol within a block, which is much
larger than channel coherence time. The proposed method can be
implemented using an efficient state-space inversion technique for
multiuser cases. The mean square error (MSE) performance of
the proposed estimator is compared with the Cramér–Rao bound
(CRB) for interpolated channel. Modeling error and bit error
rate (BER) are also evaluated using Monte-Carlo simulations and
compared with the block fading model and a decision-directed
tracking technique.

Index Terms—Channel estimation and tracking, fast-fading,
interpolation, long-code CDMA, pilot symbols.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT code division multiple access (CDMA) systems
adopt coherent detection schemes in forward and reverse

links. The coherent demodulation is shown to provide better
system performance than the noncoherent detection using or-
thogonal signaling or differential decoding in CDMA systems
[1] and in narrowband systems [2], [3]. Channel estimation
plays a crucial role in coherent detection. To estimate the
channel variation in a fading environment, pilot symbols are
usually periodically inserted in time-division multiplexing
(TDM) or the reference code channel is superimposed on data
channel by code-division multiplexing (CDM). Although the
continuous CD multiplexed reference channel is more attractive
for channel tracking, it increases the peak-to-average power
ratio of the transmitter, which reduces the energy efficiency.
The insertion of pilot symbols in a time-division manner
mitigates the peak-to-average power ratio increase.

Several channel tracking methods have been proposed based
on time multiplexed pilot symbols and interpolation techniques
for CDMA systems, e.g., [4] and [5]. These methods estimate
the channel with low implementation complexity. However, the
pure training-based schemes require frequently inserted pilot
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symbols with high SNR since they utilize only pilot symbols.
Usually, pilot clusters are placed so that the pilot repetition pe-
riod is smaller than the channel coherence time. The frequent
pilot symbols reduce the bandwidth efficiency of transmission.

To handle this problem, many authors have proposed blind
or semi-blind estimation methods based on various techniques
such as direct inversion, subspace, and the second-order mo-
ment method [10]–[13]. These methods utilize not only the pilot
but the structure of the unknown data symbols to eliminate the
necessity of a large amount of pilot symbols. However, they
are based on the block fading assumption that is not valid for
fast-fading channels where channel changes rapidly within a
block, which requires the division of a block into smaller ones
and additional pilot insertion in the subblock to resolve the in-
herent scalar ambiguity of blind methods.

Iterative methods based on maximum likelihood (ML) prin-
ciple have also proposed. Several authors proposed methods
based on the expectation–maximization (EM) technique [6], [7]
or the semi-blind ML approach [8]. These iterative methods
are based on the slow fading assumption and often suffer from
well-known problems such as local convergence and high com-
plexity. In [9], the authors proposed an efficient channel es-
timation method based on LMS-like iteration for an approxi-
mate ML solution with training sequence. Although the pro-
posed method tracks a slowly time-varying channel utilizing
previously detected symbols, its performance depends on the
size of the training preamble and the repetition of training clus-
ters, which usually reduces the bandwidth efficiency.

In this paper, we propose a new blind tracking technique for
fast-fading long-code CDMA systems with slotted transmis-
sions, where the slot size is larger than the channel coherence
time. Based on a linear interpolation model, the proposed
method exploits the multipath diversity of mobile channels and
estimates the channel coefficients at the selected estimating
points that are located arbitrarily within a block. The use of in-
terpolation model converts the time-varying channel parameters
to fixed parameters associated with the block and often makes
blind estimation approaches tractable in time-varying channels
[16]. The proposed scheme consists of front end processing and
blind identification of a parameter matrix that is associated with
the estimating points. The elimination of unknown symbols is
based on the cross referencing [17]. A new identifiability is
established for the noiseless case, and new detection schemes
are proposed based on the estimated parameter matrix. For a
multiuser scenario, decorrelating or regularized decorrelating
front end can be used. The fast inversion of the code matrix can
be implemented with a state-space technique with a comparable
amount of complexity with short-code CDMA cases [13].
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The data model of a CDMA system is described, and a linear
interpolation model is introduced in Section II. Section III
presents a blind channel tracking method and detection schemes
based on the proposed estimation. The bit error rate (BER) of
the proposed algorithm is analyzed in Section IV. In Section V,
the performance of the proposed method is evaluated through
the Cramér–Rao bound (CRB) and Monte Carlo simulations
and compared with the block fading model and a decision-di-
rected tracking scheme. Last, we briefly discuss several issues
related to the proposed algorithm.

A. Notation

The notations are standard. Vectors and matrices are written
in boldface with matrices in capitals. We reserve for the
identity matrix of size (the subscript is included only when
necessary). For a random vector , is the statistical
expectation of . The notation means that
is (complex) Gaussian with mean and covariance . For a
scalar , denotes the complex conjugate of . Operations

and indicate transpose and Hermitian transpose,
respectively. diag is a block diagonal matrix
with as its diagonal blocks. Given a matrix ,

is the Moore–Penrose pseudo inverse. For a matrix (vector)
, we use for the 2-norm.

II. DATA MODEL

A. System Model

We consider a long-code CDMA system with asyn-
chronous users. At the transmitter, a particular user transmits

symbols in each slot, and each
symbol is spread by an aperiodic code vector with
spreading gain , followed by a chip pulse-shaping filter. We
assume that the spreading codes are deterministic and known
to the receiver, and we also regard the data symbol as a
deterministic parameter.

We assume that the propagation channel of user consists
of independent multipaths, and each is a bandlimited wave-
form with bandwidth [21]. We let the multipath coefficients
vary from symbol to symbol while remaining constant over one
symbol period . We assume that the rough timing of the mul-
tipath cluster is known and all users are chip-rate synchronized,1

that is, the delays between paths are multiples of chip interval
. Specifically, the continuous time-varying channel impulse

response of user is given by

(1)

where is the complex coefficient waveform for the th
path, and is the delay of the th path of user relative to
the slot reference at the receiver. The propagation channel at

1With Nyquist sampling, the exact chip-rate sampling is not required. The
derivation here will correspond to the even (or odd) subsequence of a T =2
sampled observation.

Fig. 1. Code matrix for one symbol.

the th symbol duration of user can be modeled by a finite
impulse response as

(2)

where , .
Let the received signal corresponding to symbol be

passed through a chip-matched filter and sampled synchro-
nously at the chip rate. Let be the vector of the chip-rate
received samples, where is a linear combination of shifted
(delayed) code vectors . Here, is the segment of
of chips of user ’s spreading code corresponding to the th
symbol. Each shifted code vector is multiplied by the th fading
coefficient , and the channel response to is given
by

(3)

Here, is the code matrix of user and symbol (see Fig. 1),
and is the multipath channel vector for user at time .

Since the channel is linear, the total received noiseless signal
for user is given by

(4)

diag

(5)

where is the code matrix of user , and it does not depend on
the gains and phases of the multipath channel. Now, including

, ( ) users of interest and the noise, we have

(6)

diag

(7)
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Fig. 2. Linear interpolation multipath channel model.

where is a block diagonal matrix with as its diagonal
blocks, is a vector stacking all users’ symbol vectors, and
is a vector representing the additive Gaussian noise.

We assume the following.

A1) The code matrix is known and has full column rank.
A2) The noise vector is circularly symmetric complex

Gaussian with possibly unknown .
Assumption A1) implies that the receiver knows the codes,
delay offset , and the number of fingers of all users
in the signal part of (6). This assumption is usually valid for
the uplink. The full column assumption is easily satisfied with
reasonably high spreading gains or properly chosen . For an
example of equal spreading gains and equal channel lengths,

is determined to satisfy . One way of choosing
users is to include the desired user and several others with

the largest interference power, and all the rest user signals are
assumed to be Gaussian and put in noise vector . This is
possible since the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for each user is
available in the uplink. In the case of , several parallel
receivers with different set of users can be used to demodulate
all users. is a model parameter that is often left to system
designers.

B. Linear Interpolation Channel Model

We consider a linear interpolation channel model (see Fig. 2)
under the deterministic parameter assumption. Linear interpo-
lation is used for the problem of signal reconstruction using an
infinite or finite number of samples by many authors [18], [19].
The interpolation model reduces the number of parameters of
a time-varying channel using a set of interpolation coefficients.
For the case of batch operation, the interpolation model converts
the time-varying channel parameters within a block to time-in-
variant parameters such as parameters associated with selected
estimating points or basis, which often makes blind estimation
approaches tractable, e.g., [16]. For the frequency-domain ap-
proach, each path of a channel can be represented as a weighted

sum of complex exponentials. Due to the bandwidth expansion
by slot truncation, the frequency-domain approach requires a
much larger number of parameters than the time-domain case
to obtain a comparable performance. We focus on the time-do-
main approach.

1) Time-Domain Approach: We consider a sample time-
domain approach that includes a broad range of interpolation
techniques such as piecewise linear, polynomial, ideal lowpass,
optimal time-invariant, and time-varying least squares interpo-
lations.

We assume that the channel at a specific time within a slot
is a linear combination of channel coefficients at estimating
points. Consider the channel of user . Let ,
denote the channel coefficient at the th estimating point for the
th path of user . The channel at the th symbol interval

is given by

(8)
where is the interpolation coefficient for symbol and
sample . Stacking all the multipaths corresponding to the same
symbol interval for the same user gives

... (9)

where , and

...
...

(10)

(11)
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for . The interpolation coefficient vector
is determined by the interpolation function, and the matrix
contains the unknown channel parameters at the selected esti-
mating points.

We further assume the following.

A3) The matrix has full column rank.
Assumption A3) implies that the number of multipaths is
larger than or equal to that of the estimating points. Due to
the abundance of the multipaths in wireless channels, this
assumption can be easily satisfied with the proper selection
of the the number of estimating points . The number of
estimating points is a design parameter that is selected,
possibly in an adaptive way, considering the fading rate so that
the channel vectors at different estimating points are linearly
independent almost surely.2 If we select two end points of
the slot as the estimating points with pilot symbol placement
at each end, the model can be considered to be the common
interpolation based on the pilot symbols. When is one, the
interpolation model reduces to the general block fading model.
One way to guarantee that we place several estimating points
within a slot is to use multiple receive antennas at the base
station, which is common in actual uplink designs. The multiple
receive antennas provide multipath diversity to exploit. In this
case, the proposed method can be used to jointly estimate the
time-varying channel of each antenna.

III. BLIND CHANNEL TRACKING ALGORITHM

In this section, we propose a blind estimator for an equal-
izer based on a linear interpolation model exploiting the multi-
path diversity of propagation channel. The proposed algorithm
is based on the cross reference technique to eliminate the un-
known data symbols [17].

A. Front-End Processing

We consider the conventional matched filter, decorrelator,
and regularized decorrelator as the front end. The regularized
decorrelator can be used to mitigate the noise enhancement for
an improved performance. When the spreading factor is large
and the multiuser interference is not severe, the conventional
matched filter (Hermitian of the code matrix) can be used
without a significant performance loss. The complexity of these
front ends is briefly discussed in Section III-D.

The output of the decorrelating front end is given by

(12)

Here, and can be used instead of the
pseudo-inverse for the conventional matched filter and the
regularized decorrelator, respectively. Let denote the 1
subvector of corresponding to the th symbol of user . Due
to the block diagonal structure of in (6), the vector is
given by

(13)

2The overparameterization ofN makes the parameter matrixG poorly con-
ditioned, which induces severe noise enhancement in step (21) for noisy cases.

where the vector is known and determined by the selected in-
terpolation method, and has distribution of .
For the decorrelating front end, is from the additive noise

in (6), and its covariance is the submatrix ob-
tained from the th diagonal block of
for the case of equal spreading gain and slot size among users.
For the case of the conventional matched filter, the noise con-
tains both the additive noise and Gaussian modeled other user
interference. Note that the output of the front end is multiple
observations related to the same unknown parameter due to
the interpolation channel model.

B. Algorithm Construction

1) Noiseless Case: Consider the noiseless case with the
decorrelating front end where the observation vector is given by

(14)

First, we obtain the column space of by the following sin-
gular value decomposition (SVD)

(15)

where is defined as

(16)

(17)

Since and span the same subspace, we can factorize
as

(18)

where is an unknown square matrix. Projecting the
vector onto the subspace gives

(19)

Now, we have a system of equations with square matrix .
Since has full column rank by the assumption A3), is
invertible. Let be the inverse of and have a row parti-
tion as

...
(20)

Applying the inverse of to gives

...
...

(21)

Notice that each row is a product of a known scalar and
an unknown common data symbol . Multiplying row ,
by , , respectively, gives the same value .
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Taking the difference between two rows related to th symbol,
we obtain a system of equations similarly as in [17].

...

...

Rewriting the above equations in a matrix form, we have

(22)

where , and the matrix is de-
fined as

...
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

. . .
...

...
...

. . .
. . .

...
...

...
...

...
...

(23)

and and for a given pair
( ). Combining all symbols gives

(24)

where the matrix is defined as

...
(25)

The uniqueness of the solution and the identifiability of the pro-
posed method is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 1 (Identifiability): For a class of interpolation func-
tions that satisfy a complexity condition, the matrix is a tall
matrix with rank , and equivalently, the column rank is
deficient by one for noiseless cases. Hence, the is the unique
null space of . Hence, is identifiable up to a scale factor.

Proof: See Appendix .
By Theorem 1, we have

(26)

where is a unknown scale factor. The estimate for the matrix
(pseudo-inverse) is directly given by

(27)

The unknown scale factor can be determined using only one
pilot symbol placed at an arbitrary position within the slot. An
explicit channel parameter can be obtained by inversion. The
inversion gives a perfect channel parameter at estimating points
for noiseless cases. The channel at a specific symbol interval is
obtained by (9). However, for the noisy case, the accuracy of the
inverse depends on the condition number of . The inversion
gives a reasonable performance for a well conditioned .

2) Noisy Observation: For the noisy case, the decorrelator
output is given by (13). Due to the additive noise, (24) is
not satisfied exactly, and the perfect channel identification is
impossible in this case. We consider the following suboptimal
approach. First, the range space of is estimated by subspace
decomposition of constructed as in (16) using noisy observa-
tions. With the estimated subspace, we formulate a least squares
solution for (24).

Consider and its expectation, which are given
by (28) and (29), shown at the bottom of the page, where

. The subspace of can be obtained by
SVD of the whitened expectation of as

(30)

(31)

where is the Cholesky decomposition of
. An estimate is obtained substituting into the

true expectation in (30). Since the noise has zero mean
and is independent, the noise effect in (28) is averaged out, and
the approximation gives an accurate result for a large slot size,
which is our case.

With the estimated subspace, the projection is given by

(32)

(28)

(29)
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where the noise vector has zero mean and covariance
. Assuming that is an identity,3 we can for-

mulate a least squares solution for (24), which minimizes the
following cost:

(33)

under the constraint , which ensures a nontrivial
solution. Specifically, the least square solution is given as

(34)

The solution of the above optimization is well known and given
by the eigenvector associated with the smallest eigenvalue of

.
In the noisy case, the performance of our estimator based on

the cross referencing depends on the noise power and its en-
hancement. The level of noise enhancement is dependent on the
conditioning of the code matrix and parameter matrix ,
which can be controlled by a proper selection of the number of
users in the model and the number of estimating points .
Obviously, the proposed two-step approach for the noisy case
is not optimal. For a large slot size, however, the proposed sub-
space estimation and the least square solution based on it gives
a good result. The overall performance of the proposed algo-
rithm is evaluated through the comparison with the CRB and
the Monte Carlo simulations in Section V.

C. Detection

In this section, we propose new detection schemes for fast-
fading long-code CDMA systems based on the proposed esti-
mation method with the decorrelating front end.

Once the decorrelation is performed at the front end,
forms a sufficient statistic for the detection of . That is,
after the decorrelation, all information relevant to the decision
of symbol is contained in given by

(35)

where . Using the estimated channel, the
maximum likelihood detector is the whitened RAKE receiver
given by

(36)

where is the constellation. Even if the whitened RAKE gives
an optimal detection, obtaining requires an additional ma-
trix inversion since the proposed method gives an estimate of

. We propose the following suboptimal detection, which uti-
lizes the matrix directly as

(37)

where is the estimate of . With a perfect estimate of ,
the above method gives a zero-forcing equalizer followed by

3Since��� is the sum of��� ,m = 1; . . . ;M , it is almost an identity matrix
for a large slot size. The whitening does not affect the performance much.

maximal ratio combining for given observation . It is well
known that the zero-forcing solution usually gives a poor per-
formance at low SNR due to noise enhancement. This can be
mitigated by regularizing the direct inversion. The regularized
least squares equalizer is given by

(38)

For the case that is a square matrix, (38) can be implemented
using directly as

(39)

where is the Cholesky factorization of .
The proposed detector is given as

(40)

When is not square, we can replace the regularized equalizer
by , which is defined as

(41)

Here, (41) is obtained by setting the noise covariance to an
identity matrix inside the inversion in (38), which is a reasonable
approximation when spreading gain is high. Note that in (39)
and (41), the knowledge of and the direct inversion of
are not required. Instead, the inversion of gives
a stable algorithm, even for the case of ill-conditioned due
to the additive term.

D. Complexity

The complexity of the proposed method comes mainly from
the channel estimation algorithm. We focus on the compu-
tational complexity of the proposed channel estimation. The
overall procedure of the proposed estimator consists of the front
end processing and two subspace decompositions to obtain the
range of and the null space of .

The code matrix defined in (7) is usually very large for
long-code CDMA. For a system with users with equal
spreading factor , slot size , and channel length , the
size of the code matrix is approximately . The
direct implementation of the matrix inversion required for the
decorrelating and the regularized decorrelating front end is
prohibitive in long-code CDMA. However, the code matrix is
highly structured and sparse. The number of nonzero entries of

is approximately . The fraction of nonzero elements
is , which is only several percent of its entries for a large
slot size. The direct inversion of the code matrix will lose the
structure and the sparsity of the code matrix. The required
matrix inversion can be implemented in an efficient way using
a state-space technique. The computational complexity of the
state-space inversion is on the order of , which is
linear with respect to the slot size [13]. On the other hand,
the conventional matched filter front end requires
computations, which is the same number as the nonzero entries
in the code matrix.

The subspace of is obtained by matrix multiplication and
SVD. Since the size of is , the matrix multiplication
of requires operations. The complexity of SVD of
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is on order of , which is not significant since is small.
The least squares solution of (34) is obtained by eigendecompo-
sition of , where the size of is .
Due to the special sparse structure of , the computation of

requires at most operations since only
elements are nonzero at each column of . The

eigendecomposition of has the complexity order of .
For a system with reasonable parameters as in Section V-A,
the computational complexity of the subspace decompositions
is negligible compared with the decorrelating front end. For
the case of the conventional matched filter, the computation re-
quired for the subspace decompositions is comparable with the
front end processing. Therefore, the processing for the proposed
blind algorithm does not increase the computational complexity
significantly in addition to the front end, which is necessary for
CDMA itself.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. BER

We present a brief analysis of the BER of the proposed algo-
rithm primarily focused on the whitened matched filter and the
detector with the regularized equalizer in (40) using the decor-
relating front end with BPSK signaling. For QPSK systems,
the same technique can be used to obtain the symbol error rate
(SER).

The decorrelating front end separates users in a determin-
istic and channel independent way, which makes the BER anal-
ysis local to each user. However, the channel estimate and bit
error are coupled in our case since blind channel estimators
are also dependent on transmitted symbols. The coupling be-
tween channel estimate and bit error makes the direct analysis
intractable. A reasonable approach is to evaluate the error rate
of incoming bits conditioned on the current channel realization,
which shows an accurate performance in our simulation. Since
the BER changes symbol to symbol in time-varying channels,
we calculate the error probability for each symbol with BPSK
and average the error rate over the slot period. Specifically, for
user , conditioned on the estimate , the whitened RAKE
detector gives a detected symbol as

sgn real (42)

For user using BPSK with complex noise power and bit en-
ergy , the conditional bit error probability for the th symbol
is given by

Pr (43)

where is the tail integral of the standard normal distribu-
tion, and is the loss factor with respect to the ideal BPSK
signaling, which is given by

real
(44)

For the case of orthogonal codes and perfect channel estimate,
becomes one, and (43) reduces to the ideal BPSK. The av-

erage BER for a whole slot is given by

(45)

where the expectation is taken over the entire channel estimate
.

Now, consider the bit error performance of the detector using

directly. Since the analysis is still local to each user and
symbol, the BER is given similarly as in the whitened RAKE
receiver with change of loss factor . The new loss factor is
given by

(46)

where is given in (39) or (41). The average BER for whole
slot is given by substituting in (45) and taking expectation
over all estimates of .

V. SIMULATION

We present some simulation results to validate the proposed
algorithm. For channel estimation, the mean square error (MSE)
was used as the performance criterion. The estimation error of
the proposed method consists of two components. The first is the
error due to the channel modeling using interpolation with finite
sample points.4 The other error results from noise that character-
izes the performance of the method itself. To separate the mod-
eling error from the algorithm performance, we first generated
a channel according to the interpolation model and assessed the
MSE performance using the CRB and Monte Carlo runs. The
overall performance of the proposed method was also evaluated
for lowpass channel with Jakes’s spectrum. For symbol detec-
tion, SER was estimated using Monte Carlo simulation and was
compared with the analytical calculation in Section IV-A.

A. Setup

We considered single and three QPSK users with equal power.
Since our model was deterministic, the channel and spreading
codes were randomly generated once and fixed throughout the
Monte Carlo runs. When we evaluated the MSE of the channel
estimator, the transmitted symbols were also fixed. In evalu-
ating the SER, channels and spreading codes were fixed, and
the transmitted bits were generated randomly in each Monte
Carlo run. The performance would vary with different channel
and spreading parameters, but the qualitative behavior remains
the same in various trials.

The spreading codes were pseudo-random sequences with
spreading gain . The channel for each user had
fingers, each of which had the same average magnitude. The rel-
ative delay offset for the single user case was
chips. The slot size was symbols, and one pilot

4The perturbation to interpolation due to the noisy samples and truncation is
well analyzed in [20].
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Fig. 3. MSE. Interpolated channel.

symbol was included at the beginning of the slot of each user to
resolve the scale factor ambiguity of the blind estimator. We ex-
amined various linear interpolation techniques including piece-
wise linear, polynomial, ideal lowpass, optimal time-invariant,
and optimal time-varying function.5 The SNR was defined by

, where avg is the bit energy,
is the chip energy, avg is the average squared norm of
channel vector over slot, and is the chip noise variance. More
specific parameters used in the simulations can be found in [14].

B. MSE and BER Performance

Fig. 3 shows the MSE performance of the proposed estimator
with the decorrelating front-end for the single-user system
where the channel was generated according to the interpolation
model with three estimating points and sinc coefficients. The
channel vector at each estimating point was generated ran-
domly, and the CRB in Fig. 3 is the semi-blind bound obtained
using one pilot symbol in the slot front [15]. As shown in the
figure, the proposed method closely follows the CRB in the
absence of channel modeling error. Since the channel at each
estimating point was generated randomly, the matrix was
well conditioned, and the inversion to obtain explicit did
not contribute to inaccuracy much.

Fig. 4 shows the SER performance for the single-user system
with the decorrelating front end using the same channel as
Fig. 3. The RAKE receiver with the proposed channel estimate
showed better performance than the proposed detector in (40),
even with additional inversion. This is due to the scale factor
associated with the blind method. Since the pilot symbol gave
a known column in , the scale factor was resolved using

. The scale factor obtained in this way resulted in
more error than the required inversion of in the RAKE re-
ceiver, where we first inverted and resolved the scale factor.
However, the detector in (40) with a different scale factor esti-
mated using one column of showed better performance than
the RAKE receiver at low and medium SNR. The zero-forcing

5Optimal interpolation function can be obtained as in [18] with the knowledge
of spectral density of channel waveform.

Fig. 4. BER: Single user with interpolated channel. DRR: RAKE receiver with
the proposed method with decorrelating front end. DZF: New detector using
(37). DRD: New detector using (40) and (41). DRD S: Scale factor using the
true G .

Fig. 5. MSE. Single user with lowpass channel. Block fading assumption, the
proposed estimation, and the decision-directed tracking with window sizeW .

detector scheme in (37) showed worse performance than (40)
due to noise enhancement. We also observed that the analytic
BER calculations (44)–(46) were close to the performance
obtained via Monte Carlo runs, indicating that the assumptions
made in Section IV-A are accurate.

Fig. 5 shows the MSE performance of the proposed algo-
rithm for the single-user system with a lowpass channel and the
same parameters described in Section V-A. We compared the
proposed method with the block fading model and a tracking
method based on the previous decisions. The lowpass channel
was generated according to Jakes’s model with fading rate

. This fading rate corresponds to 55 mi/h
vehicle speed, the carrier frequency of 1.8 GHz, and the slot
size of 5 ms. For the decision-based tracking scheme, we put a
preamble of size symbols in front of the slot and estimated
the channel using least squares, assuming the channel was
constant over the interval of symbols. Using the estimated
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Fig. 6. SER. Single user with lowpass channel. Block fading assumption,
RAKE with the proposed estimation, and RAKE with the decision-directed
tracking with window sizeW .

channel, the next symbol was detected by the RAKE receiver
with the conventional matched filter, and the estimation window
was shifted by one symbol using the decision. We estimated the
channel using the shifted window and repeated this procedure
until the end of the slot. We selected several window sizes and
compared their performances. For the proposed blind method,
we chose three estimating points at two ends and the middle
of the slot and used the optimal time-varying interpolation
coefficients. As expected, the proposed method gave better
performance over the block fading assumption due to the capa-
bility of the estimation of other points within the slot. We also
observed that the decision-directed method with a well-chosen
window size gave a good performance. As shown in the figure,
the decision-based tracking method with a two-symbol window
showed worse performance at low and medium SNR due to
the noise since the proposed method utilized all slot data,
whereas the training-based scheme used only two symbols.
However, at high SNR, where the noise effect was negligible,
the decision-based tracking showed better performance than
the proposed method. For the window size of five symbols, the
decision-based method started to become better at a lower SNR
than the twe-symbol case. As we increased the window size, the
performance of the decision-directed tracking method degraded
since the larger window was beneficial in the point of the
SNR, but it could not capture the time variation of the channel.
Although it is not shown in the figure, other interpolation
techniques such as piecewise linear and polynomial showed
worse performance, and the sinc and optimal time-invariant
were as good as the optimal time-varying interpolation; the
frequency-domain approach also gave a worse performance
than the time-domain approach with the same number of basis.

Fig. 6 shows the symbol error performance for the single-user
system with the same lowpass channel as Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows
a similar trend to the MSE performance. The decision-based
method with a well-chosen window size gives a good perfor-
mance. The proposed blind method showed a comparable per-
formance with the decision-directed method with far fewer pilot
symbols. However, for a large window, the decision-directed

Fig. 7. BER. Four users with lowpass channel.

method showed a performance floor due to the limitation in
channel tracking.

Finally, Fig. 7 shows the average SER performance for
three-user case using the decorrelating front end to separate
users. The delay offset of each user from the slot reference
was , and the multipaths of a single user were
delayed by one chip. Even if the relative behavior between the
methods remained the same, the required SNR for the same
error rate increased. This is due to the enhanced noise in (13)
as the code matrix becomes wider, which induces error in
the cross reference cancellation.

VI. CONCLUSION

A new algorithm for the tracking of fast-fading channels in
long-code CDMA systems is proposed by exploiting multipath
diversity. Incorporating a linear interpolation model, the pro-
posed method blindly estimates the channel coefficients at arbi-
trary estimating points within a slot and allows one pilot symbol
for a transmitted block, even with a larger size than the channel
coherence time. The proposed method is useful in multipath rich
environments and requires the rough knowledge of Doppler fre-
quency of the channel that can be obtained incorporating other
Doppler frequency estimators. The computational complexity
of the proposed method is not high compared with the front end
processing. For the multiuser case, the algorithm can be imple-
mented efficiently using the state-space inversion technique.

APPENDIX

PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Consider general modulation schemes such as -phase-shift
keying (PSK) and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM).
Assume that , for given , which is
valid for most interpolation functions, excluding the exact esti-
mating points from observation symbols. Suppose that sat-
isfies (24). We can rewrite the equation as
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for . Substituting , we have

(47)

since for general modulation schemes. Rewriting (47)
gives

(48)

where represents the th element of the vector. The above
condition is satisfied for all ( ). For
the class of interpolation functions that have such complexity
that the ratios between coefficients in (48) form linearly
independent columns, the necessary and sufficient condition is

is a constant (49)

(50)

which is equivalent to

(51)

That is, is the inverse of . Since an inverse of a matrix is
unique, is uniquely determined up to a scale factor.
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